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GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS

American Ethnological Society and Southwestern Anthropological Association. The 1984 Annual Meetings, held at Pacific Grove, California, from April 18-22, focussed on the theme "Social Contexts of American Ethnology 1840-1984." The numerous historical papers included May Ebihara (CUNY) on the 1930s; Ray Fogelacn (Chicago) on the history of American Indian psychology; Charles Frantz (SUNY Buffalo) on ethnology's social relations, 1900-40; Curtis Hinsley (Colgate) on the 1840s; Alice Kehoe (Marquette) on the ideology of ethnology; Thomas Kavanagh (New Mexico) on the BAE under Powell; Robert Kemper (SMU) on Mexican anthropology 1934-46; Judy Modell (Colby) on Ruth Benedict; John Murra (Cornell) on foreigners and national cadres in Latin Ameri-
can ethnology; Alfonso Ortiz (New Mexico) on three southwestern founding fathers; George Park (Memorial U., Newfoundland) on Robert Redfield and transcendentalism; Karl Schwerin (New Mexico) on the institutionalization of American anthropology; William Simons (UC, Berkeley) on Frank Speck and the Mohegans; Joan Vincent (Bernard) on William Barton's Ifugao Law; Valerie Wheeler (CSU Sacramento) on travel books and ethnography; Rosemary Zumwalt (Davidson College) on the literary and anthropological approaches in folklore. A session on regional ethnography included papers by W.Y. Adams (Kentucky) on the Navajo; Thomas Buckley (Massa., Boston) on northern California; C.A. Heidenreich (E. Montana) on the northern plains; R.B. Woodbury (Massa., Amherst) on the Pecos conferences. A session on Franz Boas included papers by Harvey Pitkin (Columbia) on Amerindian linguistics; Stanley Walens (UC, San Diego) on Kwakiutl symbolism; Katherine Newman (Columbia) on the scientist as citizen; and A. Rosan and P. Rubel (Columbia) on meaning in art. A session on Frank Cushing and Zuni included papers by Jesse Green (Chicago State) on Cushing's letters; by C. Hinsley (Colgate) and Lea McChesney (Peabody Museum, Harvard) on the Hemenway Expedition; by Nancy Parezzo (Ariz. St. Museum) on Cushing's collecting; and by T.N. Pandey (UC, Santa Cruz) on Zuni land claims.


Cheiron, The International Society for the History of the Behavioral and Social Sciences. The program for the sixteenth annual meeting at Vassar, June 13-16, 1984, includes no papers relating specifically to the history of anthropology.


ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bibliography of The History of Women-- The History of Science Society's Committee on Women is compiling a guide to bibliographies on the history of women in science, technology, and medicine. Anyone with references to published bibliographies or private bibliographies available for circulation should send citations, and if possible copies, to Helena Pycior, History Department, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

Culture, Medicine, and Psychiatry would welcome an article on the history of the relationship of anthropology and medicine. Inquiries should be directed to the editor, Prof. Arthur Kleinman, Department of Anthropology, William James Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138.